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CRISIS !!!

Errors in neural network 
get amplified by  

dynamic programming 
(Bootstrapping) 
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To hell with Value Estimates! 
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Trust ONLY actual Returns



What if we focused on 
finding good policies … ?
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approximate dynamic programming 85

Example: car on hill

Figure 8.1.4 shows the car-on-hill example.
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Figure 8.1.4: The car-on-the hill
domain.

Figure 8.1.5 shows that a two layer MLP can also diverge to underestimate
the costs.
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Figure 8.1.5: Training with
neural network.

Sometimes a policy is waaaaay simpler than the value

The Policy! The Value!



Can we just focus on finding a good policy?
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πθ : st → at

Learn a mapping from  
states to actions

Roll-out policies in the real-world 
to estimate value 



The Game of 
Tetris
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What’s a good policy representation for Tetris?
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12 draft: modern adaptive control and reinforcement learning

Example

Consider the simplified game of Tetris, where randomly falling pieces
must be placed on the game board. Each horizontal line completed
is cleared from the board and scores points for the player. The game
terminates when the board fills up. The game of Tetris can be mod-
eled as a Markov Decision Process.

Figure 1.1.1: Example states
and transitions for a Tetris
scenario with figure from [3].

• States: Board configuration (each of k cells can be filled/not filled),
current piece (there are 7 pieces total). In this implementation,
there are therefore approximately 2k ⇥ 7 states. Note: not all con-
figurations are valid, for example, there cannot be a piece floating
in the air. This resulting in a smaller number of total valid states.

• Actions: A policy can select any of the columns and from up to 4
possible orientations for a total of about 40 actions (some orienta-
tion and column combinations are not valid for every piece).

• Transition Matrix: A deterministic update of the board plus the
selection of a random piece for the next time-step.

• Cost Function: There are several options to choose from, includ-
ing: reward = +1 for each line removed, 0 otherwise; # of free
rows at the top; +1 for not losing that round; etc.

Deterministic and Non-Deterministic MDP Algorithms

For Deterministic MDPs the transition model is deterministic or,
equivalently, we know with certainty what the next state x0 will
be given the current state x and the action a. Solving deterministic

State ( )st Action ( )at

(4 rotations)*(10 slots) 
 - (6 impossible poses) = 34

πθ : st → at



Activity!



Think-Pair-Share 
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Think (30 sec): Ideas for how to represent policy for tetris?

Pair: Find a partner 

Share (45 sec): Partners exchange  
       ideas 



Some inspiration for Tetris policy
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Until 2008, the best artificial Tetris player was handcrafted, 
as reported by Fahey (2003). Pierre Dellacherie, a self 
declared average Tetris player, identified six simple features 
and tuned the weights by trial and error.



Dellacherie Features
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Eroded 
Cells

The contribution of the last 
piece to the cleared lines 

time the number of cleared 
lines.

The number of filled cells 
adjacent to the empty cells 

summed over all rows

Row 
Transitions

Landing 
Heights

Column 
Transitions

Holes Cumulative 
Wells

A well is a succession of 
empty cells and the cells to 

the left and right are 
occupied



A magic formula ?!?
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A magic formula ?!?
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This linear evaluation function cleared an average of 660,000 lines on the full grid … 
… In the simplified implementation used by the approaches discussed earlier, the games would 
have continued further, until every placement would overflow the grid. Therefore, this report 

underrates this simple linear rule compared to other algorithms.



Can YOU do better 
than Dellacherie?



The Goal of Policy Optimization
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πθ(s) = arg min
a

θTf(s, a)

min
θ

J(θ) =
T−1

∑
t=0

𝔼πθ
c(st, at)

#Think of f(s,a) being dellacherie features

#Think of c(s,a) as  
-num_rows_cleared
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Cross  
Entropy 

If you were ever 
stranded on an 

island …



Credit: https://
blog.otoro.net/

2017/10/29/visual-
evolution-strategies/

Blue: Samples  
from distribution 

Green: Mean of  
distribution

Red: Best solution 
 found so far



Let’s formalize!



The Cross Entropy Algorithm
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The Cross Entropy Algorithm
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The Cross Entropy Algorithm
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The Cross Entropy Algorithm
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The Cross Entropy Algorithm
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The Cross Entropy Algorithm
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Cross Entropy for Gaussian
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Dθ := 𝒩(μ, Σ)

μt =
1
e

e

∑
i=1

θi

Σt =
1
e

e

∑
i=1

(θi − μt)2

Gaussian Distribution

Mean

Variance



Does it work?
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Does it work?
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Practical 
Issues and 

Fixes



Problem 1: What happens to the variance?
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Σt =
1
e

e

∑
i=1

(θi − μt)2

Simple fix: Add a bit of noise to the variance

Σt =
1
e

e

∑
i=1

(θi − μt)2 + Σnoise

Collapses too quickly!



Problem 2: What if we have a bad batch of samples?
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μt =
1
e

e

∑
i=1

θi

Simple fix: Slowly update mean

The elites can be bad, and the mean can slingshot into a bad value

μt = μt−1 + η
1
e

e

∑
i=1

θi



Problem 3: What if we never converge and do random 
walks?
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Single-steps cancel out 
Use small Σ

Progress correlated 
Use large Σ

A very fancy version of Cross Entropy: CMA-ES 



Tetris is cute… 
But what about real 

robots?
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Cross Entropy for Snake Robot Gaits
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Uses a Gaussian 
Process 
to fit a 

distribution

Prove it can find the optimal gait with minimal samples



Cross Entropy Search for Motion Planning
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Distribution over 
control trajectories 
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Georgia Tech Auto Rally (Byron Boots lab)

Cross Entropy for Control
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tl;dr


